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Abstract Competitive sports data visualization is an increasingly important research direction in the field of
information visualization. It is also an important basis for studying human behavioral pattern and activity
habits. In this paper, we provide a taxonomy of sports data visualization and summarize the state-of-the-art
research from four aspects of data types, main tasks and visualization techniques and visual analysis.
Specifically, we first put sports data into two categories: spatiotemporal information and statistical information. Then, we propose three main tasks for competitive sports data visualization: feature presentation,
feature comparison and feature prediction. Furthermore, we classify competitive sports data visualization
techniques based on data characteristics into five categories: high-dimensional data visualization, timeseries visualization, graph (network) visualization, glyph visualization and other visualization, and we
analyze the relationship between major tasks and visualization techniques. We also introduce visual analysis
research work of competitive sports, propose the features and limitations of competitive sports data,
summarize multimedia visualization in competitive sports and finally discuss visual analysis evaluation. In
this survey, we attempt to help readers to find appropriate techniques for different data types and different
tasks. Our paper also intends to provide guidelines and references for future researchers when they study
human behavior and moving patterns.
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1 Introduction
The main goal of competitive sports is to produce superior sporting performance, ultimately assisting the
winning of competitions. At the very core of competitive sports data are the athlete and their behavior. In
sports, not only do athletes themselves have physical self-behavioral activity, behavioral activities between
athletes also exist in which spatiotemporal, described and counted behavior data can be logged. Therefore,
the rise of competitive sports data has given impetus to the development of research in competitive sports
and also has simultaneously provided a basis for the study of the law of human life and the habits of human
beings. Many researchers made use of the large quantity of online open-source competitive sports data to
analyze and develop software and tools (Legg et al. 2012; Losada et al. 2016; Perin et al. 2013; Polk et al.
2014). This data analysis work would be helpful for professional analytics, allowing effective behaviorbased decision-making during games, improving the effects of teams’ training and performance in competitions (Janetzko et al. 2014; Legg et al. 2012, 2013; Rusu et al. 2010). Therefore, competitive sports data
analysis is necessary in this field and has received extensive attention by researchers. However, the problem
is that competitive sports data include athletes’ behaviors and various pieces of statistical information, so
that generally data are relatively large in quantity and also include many behavioral patterns unseen to the
naked eye, thus presenting challenges to data analysis. Specifically, an analysis of sports statistics can
effectively identify athletes’ behavioral patterns (Goldsberry 2012; Losada et al. 2016), including their
individual contribution and degree of activity. However, competitive sports data contain multiple dimensions such as space and time and others. Sports analysts cannot intuitively perceive the data, and relying
purely on numbers cannot fully represent the data analysis results.
Regarding the above problem, with the increasing requirements of data analysis, user interfaces based on
visualization and visual analytics have become widely used (Lei et al. 2015). In recent years, researchers in the
field of visual analytics have proposed many useful methods and tools that assist analysts and coaches in finding
behavioral patterns, solving particular difficulties that arise during the analysis process. Thus, competitive sports
data visualization and visual analysis are becoming a hot topic in the research field. The purpose of this paper is to
first analyze the characteristics of competitive sports data, classify and sum up the possibility of visualization of
the data, also summarize the latest techniques in this field and then provide research guidelines for future research.
Finally, we identify the challenges involved in visual analytics in the competitive sporting realm.
1.1 Related surveys
Current research in the field of competitive sports is comprehensive. For example, Stein et al. analyzed team
sport data from several aspects including acquisition, modeling and research. They also mentioned visual
techniques in their methodology section (Stein et al. 2017). Wang and Parameswaran reviewed the research
of sports video analysis and discussed research issues and potential applications in this field (Wang and
Parameswaran 2004). Villar et al. reviewed the demand of sports events in terms of attendance (Villar et al.
2009). Other researchers have studied how emotion affects players’ performance in competitive sports
(Lazarus 2000), including discrimination in professional sporting (Kahn 1991). These researches presented
their statistical data in a tabular form which is difficult for readers to intuitively understand and is hard to
perceive important information quickly. When analyzing data, analysts often need to spend a large amount
of time identifying behavioral patterns of athletes. In order to make perception more intuitive, many
researchers use visualization of competitive sports data to allow for easier and faster understanding.
Previous research in the field of sports data visualization has been classified in terms of spatiotemporal
data. Some studies used user-centered classification, while other studies summarized the application of
sports video visualization. Some studies summarized the basic methods used in the sports data visualization
research, also summarizing the basic ideas of visual data analysis. However, there are some insufficiencies
apparent in these studies. Gudmundsson and Horton simply classified sports spatiotemporal data from object
trajectories and event records without having summarized the description and subdivision of data features
(Gudmundsson and Horton 2017). Perin et al. proposed three main data categories: box-score data, tracking
data and meta-data. Their classifications for sports visualization are based on the data categories. But they
did not analyze the visualization techniques (Perin et al. 2018). Page and Moere analyzed team sports
visualization and divided them into three categories: player-centered, audience-centered and referee-centered visualization (Page and Moere 2006). Yet, from the perspective of users, their study did not provide a
description or analysis on the main tasks of sports visualization. Borgo et al. focused on video sports
visualization and summarized a few representative papers (Borgo et al. 2011). The work of Lei et al. is
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relatively comprehensive, having not only classified sports data into attribute statistical data, attributes and
spatiotemporal attributes, but also outlining additional papers, classifying existing work into sports data
news and sports data majors. Moreover, they reviewed the classification of sports data visualization work
based on data features (Lei et al. 2015). However, they did not summarize the main objective of competitive
sports data visualization, and the classification view discussed is also different from what we discuss in this
paper. One additional difference is that visualization and visual analysis techniques classified vary
depending on the research subject conducted upon.
In this paper, an analysis of the characteristics of the data is provided, including the classification and
discussion of the data type. We also present a summary of the main research tasks and collect related
publications, then analyze and discuss the research topics. We classify visualization research work based on
the techniques and sum up the current application and research of different techniques. Our study focuses on
academics. Some online software and tools for visualization will not be discussed in this paper. This paper
contributes by providing basis for the future on competitive sports data visualization, which can fill in the
blank spaces in the competitive sporting realm.
1.2 Taxonomy of the survey
In this paper, we study on the classification of competitive sports data, the main tasks and the key techniques
of competitive sports data visualization.
• Competitive sports data category. The characteristics of competitive sports data include the original
acquired spatial information and time information, as well as various types of statistical information
calculated by analysts. Therefore, in Sect. 2, we classified competitive sports data into spatiotemporal
information data and statistical information data, where each type includes two subcategories. Also, we
also discuss the research status of each category in competitive sports visualization.
• The main tasks in competitive sports data visualization. The main purpose of research work in competitive
sports is to present various pieces of sports information and data characteristics, to compare the behavioral
pattern for players and their performance and contribution to competitions, and to provide sports analysts
and coaches with game tactics and team lineup decisions. Therefore, in Sect. 3, we classify the main task of
competitive sports data visualization into three categories and review the current research work for each
category. Three categories include presentation, comparison and prediction.
• Key techniques of competitive sport data visualization. Competitive sports data generally include
various attributes. Therefore, in Sect. 4, we summarize three common visualization techniques based on
the above data features, which are high-dimensional data visualization, time-series data visualization,
graph (network) data visualization and glyph data visualization. We also review how the existing
research work combined with multiple visualization and interaction techniques to solve problems in
competitive sports data visualization and visual analysis.
• The relationship among competitive sport data, tasks and techniques. In Sect. 5, we collect current research
publications and summarize their data, tasks and visualization techniques and then generate two tables to
show the relationships among them. These two tables present the using preference of visualization techniques
for certain data types or specific tasks and also give the reference to researchers in their future studies.

2 Competitive sports data category

2.1 Spatiotemporal information
Competitive sports data visualization can be classified according to different sports categories. Common
categories include net-separated confrontation (playing through a net), swap offensive (offensive and
defensive exchange), indirect confrontation (playing with different balls), direct confrontation (playing with
the same ball) and speed and power, as shown in Table 1. However, sports such as chess and cards games,
hits (shooting darts), endurance (walking, running, swimming, skiing), fighting (martial arts, fencing,
boxing, wrestling, etc.), racing (windsurfing, sailing, etc.) and rock climbing (mountain climbing, etc.) are
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Table 1 Categories in competitive sports and visualization research in each category
Competitive sports
category
Net-separated
confrontation
Swap offensive
Indirect confrontation
Direct confrontation

Speed and power

Current visualization research
Table tennis (Wang et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2018a)
Tennis (Pingali et al. 2001; Polk et al. 2014)
Baseball (Cox and Stasko 2006; Dietrich et al. 2014; Lage et al. 2016)
Billiards (Höferlin et al. 2010; Parry et al. 2011)
Soccer (Albinsson and Andersson 2008; Andrienko et al. 2017; Bialkowski et al. 2016; Cava and
Freitas 2013; Janetzko et al. 2014, 2016; Perin et al. 2013, 2016; Sacha et al. 2017; Stein et al.
2015, 2016b, a, 2018; Rusu et al. 2010, 2011; Vuillemot and Perin 2016; Wongsuphasawat 2013;
Wongsuphasawat and Gotz 2012; Wu et al. 2018b)
American football (Owens and Jankun-Kelly 2013; Tani et al. 2015)
Basketball (Chen et al. 2016; Goldman and Rao 2013; Goldsberry 2012; Larsen et al. 2008; Losada
et al. 2016; Maheswaran et al. 2012; Okamoto 2011; Sisneros and Van Moer 2013)
Hockey (Pileggi et al. 2012)
Handball (Hervieu et al. 2009)
Rugby (Chung et al. 2013, 2016; Legg et al. 2012, 2013)
Cycling (Wood 2015)

This research is classified depending on different ball games
Competitive Sports Data
Spatio-temporal Information
Absolute Spatio-temporal Information
Spatio-temporal Information for Ball
Spatio-temporal Information for Player
Relative Spatio-temporal Information
Possession Information
Shooting Information
Battle Array Information
Tactical Information
Statistics Information
Event Statistics Information
Moment Event
Period Event
Staﬀ Statistics Information
Player’s Personal Information
Comparative Information among Players
Team Information

Fig. 1 Competitive sports data category. Treemap shows the structure and the relationship for different pieces of information

not yet involved in the area of competitive sports data visualization; therefore, they will not be discussed in
this paper.
Current visualization research focuses on confrontational sports, and ball sports visualization is more
comprehensive. In a ball game, although the rules of the game are different, the data collected are similar.
For example, ball and players’ space-time trajectory data are often recorded for basketball by SportUV
(LLC 2014). Similar information is also recorded for sports such as soccer, American football, rugby,
badminton and table tennis. Most data provide overarching information, including details, stadium information, player information and game information of the entire sports game. In this paper, we classified
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sports data by a multitude of attributes, shown as Fig. 1, and take basketball, soccer and other ball data as
examples for discussion.
Spatiotemporal information refers to the information collected in spatial and time coordination. It
includes trajectory information, possession trajectory, possession time, distance traveled, and so on. Spatiotemporal information is captured and recorded by various sensors. Analysts can study the dynamic
behavior of players and sports teams and analyze the tactical decisions and the connections among players to
predict further behavior. Thus, researchers usually design novel visual views to show the performance of
players and teams from different perspectives (Losada et al. 2016; Rusu et al. 2010). In this paper, we have
put together a classification system for spatiotemporal information in the context of the absolute static space
and divide it into absolute spatiotemporal information and relative spatiotemporal information.
Absolute spatiotemporal information We classify absolute spatiotemporal information as the spatiotemporal information for both the ball and the players according to different objects on the court. It uses
the court as a reference system and is stationary compared to absolute static space. In the research of
competitive sport data visualization, absolute spatiotemporal information is captured and recorded by
sensors (LLC 2014) and is also the basis for other spatiotemporal information and statistical information. In
basketball and soccer, absolute spatiotemporal information of a ball refers to the ball’s trajectory information, including the ball’s vertical and horizontal coordinates on a court, for example, a basketball’s
bounce height and the corresponding time it takes. Absolute spatiotemporal information refers to a players’
trajectory information, including the vertical and horizontal coordinates of players on the court and the
corresponding time. Both information types are often visualized simultaneously in one visualization image
(Dietrich et al. 2014; Hervieu et al. 2009; Janetzko et al. 2016; Lage et al. 2016; Pingali et al. 2001; Sacha
et al. 2017; Stein et al. 2018; Tani et al. 2015). Other derived spatiotemporal information and statistical
information such as the relative position between the basket or goal from the players, the speed and
acceleration of players can be calculated from absolute spatiotemporal information.
Relative spatiotemporal information Unlike absolute spatiotemporal information, relative spatiotemporal
information uses a reference system, the ball and the players that exist move relative to absolute static space.
In this paper, we divide spatiotemporal information into four information subcategories: possession,
shooting, battle array and tactical. In basketball or soccer, possession information uses a ball or a player as a
reference and calculates its relative position; this includes the relative distance between the ball and the
player, and the possession time for each player. Shooting information uses a basket or goal as a reference. It
calculates the distance between the player and the basket or goal, the distance between the ball and the
basket or goal, and the change in each parameter over time. Possession information and shooting information are widely used in the analysis of a player’s performance, helping to evaluate a player’s efficiency
and their contribution to the game (Goldman and Rao 2012; Losada et al. 2016; Maheswaran et al. 2012;
Moon and Brath 2013; Perin et al. 2013; Pileggi et al. 2012; Stein et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2018b). Battle array
information mainly takes humans as a reference and calculates the relative positioning relationship between
players: for example, in a basketball or soccer game, the relative position among players in the same team or
their relative position among the players in different teams and the change in each parameter over time. In
the research of confrontational sports, battle array information is often used to analyze the performance of
the offensive and the defensive players (Cava and Freitas 2013; Goldman and Rao 2013), changing roles of
the players (Stein et al. 2015), changing of battle array (Bialkowski et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2018b) and
tactical strategies (Cox and Stasko 2006; Höferlin et al. 2010; Ishikawa and fujishiro 2018; Sisneros and
Van Moer 2013; Stein et al. 2016a; Wu et al. 2018a). Tactical information involves the data of multiple
team members. It usually takes the entire team as a reference to calculate movements among the team: for
example, in basketball or a soccer game, the number, and duration of a team’s offensive and defensive, the
defensive status and location of an offensive team member, the changes in the formation of two teams, and
so on. Tactical information is an important criterion for judging a team’s performance in a game, and it is
also the foundation for training players and studying game decision-making.
2.2 Statistical information
Statistical information does not have temporal and spatial characteristics, as it focuses more on personal
information of players or competitors, or the players’ decision of behaviors and movement on the field.
Statistics information includes scores, shooting times, free throws, and so on. Statistical information is not
only easy to record in a game, but can also reflect the teams’ performance in a game. It can offer an
overarching analysis for entire games and can also offer a detailed analysis based on a specific event or
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specific object. The two main research topics in statistical sports data visualization are how to present data in
an intuitive readable way and how to interact and explore with the data. In our paper, we classify statistical
sports data into two forms: event statistics and personnel statistics.
Event statistic information Event statistic information focuses on the players’ behavior decision on the
sports field. We define the events that occur at each discrete time point as time-series events, and a series of
time-series events are defined as period events. A single event that happens in a single time series has multiple
data dimensions, including time, coordinates, players, event types, event descriptions, team information, score
information, and so on. In sports such as basketball or soccer, hitting and missing events during shooting are
called time-series events. The act of a player when shooting at a certain time series in a certain coordinate
position is also called a time-series event. Other time-series events include mistakes, free throws or misses,
fouls, assists, steals, player substitutions and off-court incidents. Many researchers study the performance of
players over some time and calculate player’s efficiency as a way to evaluate whether players have improved on
scoring or reduced the opposition’s score while defending. Therefore, time-series events are another form of
measurement for player’s performance and contribution in games. This important indicator is also the basis for
analyzing player’s behavioral patterns and has become the focus of most sports data visualization research
(Goldman and Rao 2012; Janetzko et al. 2016; Losada et al. 2016; Maheswaran et al. 2012; Pileggi et al. 2012;
Perin et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2019). Compared to a time-series event, a period event has similar attributes;
however, a period event is a combination of multiple time-series events so that it could be described as the event
that happened during a period. Therefore, the time attribute includes a start time and an end time. Also, during
the period, the players and the ball interact with each other; thus, a period event may consist of multiple players.
For example, in a basketball game, an attack is a behavioral pattern that is coordinated by all players of an entire
team. During the attack, several time-series events happen by a player including the passing and shooting of a
ball. A period event in a basketball game can also include fast breaks, winning balls, offensive climaxes, etc.
Period events in a soccer game include continuous passes, shot steals, defensive counterattacks and positional
attacks. A period event is often used to analyze game tactics and team contributions (Cox and Stasko 2006;
Höferlin et al. 2010; Sisneros and Van Moer 2013; Stein et al. 2016a; Wu et al. 2018a). It is also important for
showing the relationship between team contribution and competition results in data visualization for competitive sporting (Chen et al. 2016; Jin and Banks 1996, 1997; Perin et al. 2016; Polk et al. 2014; Saito et al.
2004; Tan et al. 2007; Wongsuphasawat and Gotz 2012).
Staff statistics information Staff statistical information focuses on the players’ personal information. We
classify it into three information categories: the players’ personal, players’ comparative and the teams’. A
player’s personal information includes the player’s name, ID, jersey number, height, weight, speed,
acceleration, hit rate, error rate, possession times, and so on. In the research of competitive sports visualization, the display of a player’s personal information is indispensable. However, being a simple data type, it
is not a hot research topic in the field of data visualization. Comparisons among players include speed, score
and efficiency. This information tends to be interesting for coaches and sports analysts. Through its analysis,
they can find the differences in player’s performance for different players at the same given time, the
differences in player’s performance for the same player at different time series in time. It is of great value to
evaluate a players’ quality, ability, efficiency and contribution in a game and is also of concern to
researchers in the field of data visualization (Chung et al. 2013, 2016; Goldman and Rao 2013; Goldsberry
2012; Janetzko et al. 2014; Legg et al. 2012; Losada et al. 2016; Okamoto 2011; Rusu et al. 2011; Stein
et al. 2015; Wood 2015). Team information includes shooting times, free throws, errors and other quantitative information for team performance and efficiency. In competitive sports data visualization research,
team information often relates to battle array and tactical information. It is commonly used for comparison
and contribution evaluations among teams (Bialkowski et al. 2016; Cox and Stasko 2006; Stein et al.
2016a).
3 Main tasks of data visualization
The objects of competitive sports visualization include audiences, players, coaches, referees, sports analysts,
sponsors, and so on. Different objects have different desires for competitive sports data. For example, the
audience wants to understand the score of a game and the best player. The players pay attention to player’s
performance on the field. The coach needs to understand the mutual coordination of players and battle array
tactics. The referee needs to understand the special events in a game and the behavior of players. Sports
analysts pay attention to all kinds of information about players and games, while sponsors care about the
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most promising players and teams. The main goals of visualization are different for different stakeholders
and objects. Therefore, we divide the main tasks of competitive sports visualization into three main categories: feature presentation, feature comparison and feature prediction.
Feature presentation is the display of basic information and various characteristics of players’ behavior.
The purpose of feature presentation is to compare the present features and the relationship among various
types of data. Comparisons of different features for one player and the comparison of the same features
among different players are both possible. Feature prediction first analyzes the data and uses existing
information to predict the characteristics of various types of data. It then presents the results, such as a
team’s battle array or a game’s tactical analysis and prediction. This paper aims to present three different
visualization methodologies, discuss their objectives and main tasks and also summarize the current
research work.
3.1 Feature presentation task
The most common task is to display and present data. This could include the presentation of a player’s
performance on the field, track information, special events and the data for an entire game. We subdivide the
task of presenting and summarizing the current research work based on the above topics.
Presentation for trajectory information Trajectory information data mainly include a player’s position on
the sports field as well as information associated with possession, shooting, battle array and tactics. For
intuitive understanding and perception of the spatiotemporal data, researchers usually insert the trajectory
information into developed visual software. The study on presenting trajectory information for baseball data
includes Dietrich’s work (Dietrich et al. 2014) and Lage’s work (Lage et al. 2016). Also, Pingali worked on
tennis data (Pingali et al. 2001) and Stein worked on soccer games (Stein et al. 2018). Both of them studied
on video data visualization. Similar soccer research has also been completed by Perin et al. (Perin et al.
2013) and Sacha et al. (Sacha et al. 2017).
Presentation for player’s performance In the research of competitive sports data analysis, player’s
performance on the sports field is an attractive topic. The hit rate, turnover rate, foul rate, total number of
scores and various other sporting indicators, such as speed and acceleration, can all be used to measure a
players’ performance. This is statistical information. Current research on players’ performance mainly
includes basketball visualization by Losada (Losada et al. 2016), soccer visualization by Rusu (Rusu et al.
2010) and Janetzko (Janetzko et al. 2016). Losada focused on the past and current player’s performance,
while Rusu focused on the comparison among players; especially, Janetzko focused on the solution for
multiplayer presentations without overlap in visualization.
Presentation for special events Various special sporting events are also attractive research topics in
statistical data research and competitive sports data visualization, and data could include the shooting and
passing at the event. Special events not only enable users to understand popular information but also enable
users to understand the tactics of a team in a game. Therefore, many researchers pay to maintain a high
interest in it. In a basketball data study, Goldman and Rao (Goldman and Rao 2012) and Maheswaran et al.
(Maheswaran et al. 2012) focused on the offensive rebound rate of a home team and visitor team, but they
use different visualization techniques. Losada et al. also studied basketball data and presented information
about shooting events and passing events (Losada et al. 2016). Also, there are more researchers who present
special events in rugby (Legg et al. 2013), baseball (Moon and Brath 2013), snooker (Parry et al. 2011),
soccer (Janetzko et al. 2016; Perin et al. 2013; Stein et al. 2016b) and hockey data (Pileggi et al. 2012).
Presentation for game information In addition to the above, the presentation for entire sports games is
also an indispensable task in competitive sports data visualization. The earliest work in this field presented
basketball game (Turo (1994)) and tennis game (Jin and Banks 1996, 1997). After that, Chen and Tan et al.
also showed basketball data game (Chen et al. 2016; Tan et al. 2007). The difference in basketball
researches is that they used different visualization techniques. In recent years, the demonstration of data
from tennis games was done by Polk et al. (Polk et al. 2014). Also, both Saito et al. and Wongsuphasawat
visualized the scenic information for soccer games and also provided an overview of the games (Saito et al.
2004; Wongsuphasawat 2013). Wongsuphasawat also showed the details of each game.
Presentation for other information In addition to the above spatiotemporal information and statistical
information, Larsen et al. presented the effect of racial prejudice on betting results, game scores, and the
chance of winning (Larsen et al. 2008). Andrienko et al. showed the pressure of opposing players and the
spatial distribution of players in the field (Andrienko et al. 2017). This information is also related to
basketball games and athletes and can be used on a wider range of competitive sports.
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3.2 Feature comparison task
Researchers of data visualization have a great interest in the comparison of competitive sports data, mainly
in performance and ability of different players on the field, comparison of different players’ roles, performance comparison of different players and event comparison in competitions. In this paper, we divide
feature comparison tasks in competitive sports data visualization into subcategories and discuss the current
research in these areas.
Player’s performance comparison For many competitive sports, there is more than one player or two
teams participating in a game. Therefore, one of the important ways to evaluate a player’s contribution is to
compare different players in the same team or compare players with the same roles on different teams. In
many feature comparison studies of different players’ abilities, Legg et al. (Legg et al. 2012) and Chung
et al. (Chung et al. 2013, 2016) studied on rugby games. The difference is that Legg et al. only worked on
players’ performance while Chung et al. worked on both players’ and teams’ contributions. For basketball
data, Goldsberry worked on players’ performance Goldsberry (2012), while Goldman and Rao worked on
teams’ performance (Goldman and Rao 2013). Only Wood compared cycling players’ performance (Wood
2015). Both Cava and Freitas (Cava and Freitas 2013) and Rusu et al. (Rusu et al. 2011) studied on soccer
game visualization and separately compared game results for different teams and goalkeepers’ performance.
Behavior events comparison The comparison of player’s behavioral patterns and the characteristics of
sports events is also a common topic in the competitive sports visual research field. Owens and Jankun–
Kelly visualized data from US college football matches and compared player behavioral patterns (Owens
and Jankun-Kelly 2013), while Janetzko’s work was a comparison of the patterns of multiple soccer players
(Janetzko et al. 2014, 2016).
Game information comparison Except for the comparison of players’ abilities and performance at
behavioral events, researchers also compared the features of a game. Albinsson and Andersson were the
earliest researchers to compare feature data who studied on football game data (Albinsson and Andersson
2008). For soccer game information, Cava and Freitas compared shooting results by different teams (Cava
and Freitas 2013), while in Stein’s work (Stein et al. 2015), they compared the text information of a game.
Also, Perin et al. also compared ranking information and score information for soccer games (Perin et al.
2016).
3.3 Feature prediction task
In addition to feature presentation and feature comparison tasks, another significant area of study in this
research field is whether it is possible to make decisions on sports behavior by visual analysis. This would
allow the improving of game tactics and strategies and predicting of information such as results of a game.
In competitive sports, it is often difficult for sports analysts and coaches to obtain accurate information about
all decisions, as decisions may be influenced by irrational factors. These subjective factors include the
environment, psychology and emotions that lead to deviations in decision-making. Some researchers have
used visual analysis techniques in the study of competitive sports decision-making, accurately and intuitively presenting data to analysts and coaches, and helping them analyze the underlying characteristics and
pinpointing sports behavioral patterns. Their work provides a more comprehensive reference for data
analysis and provides decision-making support, reducing and avoiding inefficient data representation from
subjective factors that would interfere with decisions made by analysts and coaches. This paper divides the
common decision-making tasks into several subcategories, including the estimation of game results, battle
array decision-making, sports event prediction and tactical game decision-making.
Game result estimation Research on prediction and estimation of the result of sporting games mainly
comes from the visualization of soccer and basketball data. For example, Vuillemot and Perin developed a
sports events prediction system for the Union of European Football Association (UEFA) Europa League
(Vuillemot and Perin 2016). Okamoto estimated the relative probability of winning and losing by calculating player’s performance in different situations (Okamoto 2011).
Battle array decision Currently, less work has been done for this task. Bialkowski et al. clustered
proportions of common arrays in a soccer game and compared the initial battle array plan by visualization to
help coaches make decisions for the battle array structures (Bialkowski et al. 2016). Also, Wu et al.
designed a ForVizor system for explorations of team formation information in soccer games (Wu et al.
2018b).
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Sports event prediction Stein et al. analyzed and predicted dangerous situations and warning signs in
soccer games (Stein et al. 2016b). Wongsuphasawat and Gotz (Wongsuphasawat and Gotz 2012) also
visually analyzed the path of moving events in soccer games to predict future events using different
visualization methods. Stein et al. used animation while Wongsuphasawat and Gotz used time-series
visualization methods.
Game tactics decision-making Sports game’s tactical strategy is one of the most attractive topics concerning sports coaches and analysts. The trajectories of the ball and the player are important resources for
constructing and checking strategies (Tani et al. 2015). Current research is also increasingly shifting focus
onto this topic. For example, the earliest tactical strategy research was a baseball visualization system from
Cox and Stasko, which helped media reports and team officials make decisions and predict future scores
(Cox and Stasko 2006). Afterward, Höferlin et al. designed a snooker visualization system to improve game
tactics and players’ training (Höferlin et al. 2010). Sisneros and Van Moer applied visualization to help
baseball coaches coordinate players and make game tactics (Sisneros and Van Moer 2013). Stein et al.
provided soccer experts with a visual interactive system that enables experts to coordinate players and make
game-related decisions (Stein et al. 2016a). Ishikawa and fujishiro visually analyzed the tactics in rugby
games to understand changing trends (Ishikawa and fujishiro 2018). In recent years, the visualization system
for table tennis developed by Wu et al. helped analysts find strategic models that make better decisions (Wu
et al. 2018a). The latest research was done by Wang et al. who developed a visual analytics system for
table tennis which provided player and tactic navigation (Wang et al. 2019).
4 Competitive sports data visualization techniques
In this section, we discuss the current research on competitive sports data visualization based on data
visualization techniques. We analyze relevant papers for competitive sports data visualization and extract
the main visualization techniques in each research paper. Then, we classify them into four categories
according to the calculated statistics, namely high-dimensional data visualization, time-series visualization,
network (map) visualization, glyph visualization and other types of visualization. Our work provides
researchers with a better understanding of the future work that needs to be done, and those visualization
techniques can be used for specific data types. It also provides a basis for the visualization techniques that
can be expanded and combined for specific goals.
4.1 High-dimensional data visualization
Competitive sports data usually have many different attributes and belong to high-dimensional data variables. Therefore, high-dimensional data visualization is widely used to explore the distribution and distribution patterns in competitive sports research, as it reveals the implicit relationships and influences in
multiple dimensions. The basic methods for high-dimensional data visualization include icon-based, pixelbased, geometric-based, hierarchical-based, graph-based and hybrid methods (Keim and Kriegel 1996). In
recent years, the graph-based methods have become the main research direction and one of the most
common techniques in sports data visualization research.
In high-dimensional data visualization, scatter plot, star chart or radar chart, parallel coordinate and heat
map are the most widely used. Due to dimensional constraints, scatter plot is often not applied to situations
where all dimensions need to be displayed simultaneously; however, it can only be visualized for a limited
number of more important dimensions. The star diagram shows the characteristics of different attributes in
the form of radiation. Parallel coordinates are widely used in large-scale applications but are prone to
problems such as dense lines and overlapping coverage. It is necessary to use clustering methods for feature
processing. Heat maps highlight the distribution of characteristics data and are often applied to analyze the
spatial distribution of ball shooting rates and the player’s shooting positioning. Besides, the projection can
reflect the distribution of attributes for each parameter and can also display the relationships among multiple
dimensions. It is one of the visualization methods that can simultaneously display high-dimensional data
attributes (Ren et al. 2014). However, according to our study, less research work is presented for the
application of the projection methods used to visualize the competitive sports data. The unique data structure
and characteristics of competitive sports are a possible reason.
Scatter plot Okamoto compared and demonstrated the winning and losing in basketball games by scatter
plot (Okamoto 2011). In addition to presenting winning and losing data, Goldman and Rao also applied
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scatter plot to analyze the influence of three pointers in a basketball game (Goldman and Rao 2013). Lage
et al. designed scatter plot for baseball data (Lage et al. 2016), as shown in Fig. 2a. From their research, it
can be seen that the scatter plot can show team performance and compare team behaviors, giving an
oversight of the influence of team performance.
Star plot (radar chart) Player’s performance is a criterion for player contribution measurement in
competitive sports. Losada and Rusu et al. studied the performance of athletes. Losada et al. used radar
chart to present player’s performance in a basketball game (Losada et al. 2016), as shown in Fig. 2b.
However, Rusu et al. designed concentric circles instead of traditional star chart to express the performance
of each soccer player (Rusu et al. 2010).
Parallel coordinates plot Legg et al. used parallel coordinates to visualize the correspondence of similar
metrics based on rugby games video (Legg et al. 2013). Chung et al. used parallel coordinates to visualize
rugby data and help users to understand the effects of model parameters and sorted events (Chung et al.
2013), as shown in Fig. 2c. Then, they used different ranking models to analyze team and player’s performance (Chung et al. 2016). For basketball game data, Chen et al. presented score data based on parallel
coordinates (Chen et al. 2016). Except for rugby and basketball data, Stein et al. designed a visualization
method similar to parallel coordinates to show the ranking of semantically meaningful features in soccer
games (Stein et al. 2015). Janetzko et al. presented an extension for parallel coordinate tackling the overplotting problem for soccer matches (Janetzko et al. 2016). From the above work, parallel coordinates are
helpful when they come to representing relationships between multiple variables.
Heat map Location and geographical distribution is a much-debated topic in competitive sports data
visualization. Goldsberry, Losada and Maheswaran et al. used heat maps to visualize the geographic distribution in basketball data. Goldsberry et al. showed the complex dynamic spatial information for players
and teams (Goldsberry 2012). Losada et al. presented player-shooting positions (Losada et al. 2016), as
shown in Fig. 2d. Studies by Maheswaran et al. presented offensive rebounding rates (Maheswaran et al.
2012). In soccer data visualization, Perin and Stein et al. used heat maps to separately show the behavioral
patterns of corner events and cross-movements (Perin et al. 2013), and the passing frequency in each area
(Stein et al. 2016b). For baseball data, Dietrich and Lage et al. used heat maps to display spatial distribution.
Dietrich et al. showed all the hitting positions and putting positions (Dietrich et al. 2014). Lage et al.
visualized all the trajectories in many baseball games (Lage et al. 2016). Also, Pileggi et al. proposed a new

Fig. 2 High-dimensional data visualization in competitive sports: a Scatter plot shows the correlation between arm strength
and top running speed in all baseball gameplays with the light-blue rectangle as a filter (Lage et al. 2016). b Radar chart for the
description of player’s performance (Losada et al. 2016), including player-shooting tendency in previous games, the average
performance of all games and the performance in the current game. c Parallel Coordinates for a better understanding of model
parameters and sort events (Chung et al. 2016). d Heat map for presenting the shooting position distribution in NBA games
(Losada et al. 2016). Images courtesy of the original papers, used with authors’ permission
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approach that produced radial heat maps to the short length and shooting frequency in a hockey game
(Pileggi et al. 2012). By summarizing the related work in heat maps, it can be seen that heat maps are widely
used to display information related to spatial distribution in sports data visualization. Such data included
shooting and hitting distribution, the distribution of ball passing and its frequency, moving trajectories and
dynamic space information.
4.2 Time-series visualization
Time-series visualization is often combined with geographic cartography, allowing for the display of
dimensions of spatiotemporal information and various related information patterns. It reflects the behavioral
patterns of information objects over time. The trajectory is not only high-dimensional data but also real-time
data. It is spatiotemporal data with geographic location information using a time tag. Therefore, time-series
visualization is suitable for showing the moving trajectory. In addition to traditional statistical charts, such
as a line chart, histogram, bar chart, etc., there are other techniques in time-series visualization including
flow maps which are based on two-dimensional space and space-time cubes which is based on threedimensional space. Although trajectory data are mostly time-series data, they have not been widely applied
by the researchers in the existing visualization work, with fewer applications using traditional statistical
charts. Line chart and histogram are common visualization tools for time-series data. Line chart shows the
development of changing trends of the research object through rising and falling curves. It is often applied to
player characteristics and game-changing information. Histograms are formed by rectangles with different
heights. It is used to represent data distribution. It is also common in the statistical analysis articles but is
less used in data visualization systems.
Line chart Many researchers used line chart in their work. For example, Perin et al. designed an overlapfree chart for the soccer scores based on line chart (Perin et al. 2016), as shown in Fig. 3a. Janetzko et al.
used line chart to show the changing player attributes when analyzing a single soccer player (Janetzko et al.
2014). For basketball games, Goldman and Rao used line chart to show the estimated offensive rebound rate
(Goldman and Rao 2012), while Larsen et al. showed the impact of self-racial bias on betting results, game
results and surpluses (Larsen et al. 2008).
Histogram Histogram visualization is currently only used for soccer, basketball and snooker data
analysis. Albinsson and Andersson used histograms to present soccer data attributes and the relationship
among attributes (Albinsson and Andersson 2008). Andrienko et al. showed the pressure between the ball
and opposing soccer player (Andrienko et al. 2017), as shown in Fig. 3b. Sisneros and Van Moer designed
the PluMP visualization based on scatter plot and histogram for the score statistics of basketball teams
(Sisneros and Van Moer 2013). Parry et al. analyzed the importance of various events for snooker video data
by histograms (Parry et al. 2011).
Other methods In other time-series works, Bialkowski analyzed the role of soccer players at different
time series and displayed the results on a timeline (Bialkowski et al. 2016). Wongsuphasawat and Gotz used
time-series visualization to analyze the progression path and related attributes of the events in the soccer
data (Wongsuphasawat and Gotz 2012). Then, they presented a game summary by a visualization that

Fig. 3 Time-series visualization in competitive sports: a Visualization of time-varying ranking information and game score
information in soccer data based on line chart visualization (Perin et al. 2016). b Time histogram for presenting the pressure for
soccer and the opponent players (Andrienko et al. 2017). Images courtesy of the original papers, used with authors’ permission
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combines timeline-based and tree-based techniques (Wongsuphasawat 2013). Sacha et al. showed soccer
players’ trajectories by using time-series visualization (Sacha et al. 2017). Ishikawa and fujishiro used a
time-series visualization to analyze the transition of tactile situations in a rugby game (Ishikawa and
fujishiro 2018). Also, Chen et al. designed time-series visualization to show game results and team information for basketball games (Chen et al. 2016). Du et al. focused on sonification, designed time-series
visualization and generated sounds to enhance users’ understanding of team offensive and defensive
behaviors (Du et al. 2018).
4.3 Network (graph) visualization
Network visualization is also called graph visualization. For hierarchical data, data with network nodes and
links topologic in structure, researchers in the field of big data often use network visualization to directly
represent the potential for different attributes in relationships and the different influence patterns they may
carry. Due to the time-varying feature of the data, network data visualization can not only be displayed
statically but must also be displayed dynamically. Common network data visualization includes node-based
graphs, space-filling graphs, large-scale dense graphs based on edge binding and large-scale graphs based on
hierarchical clustering (Ren et al. 2014). However, competitive sports data belong to spatiotemporal data
and the timing dimension is an indispensable attribute of the data. Based on network visualization, it is
difficult to characterize the time dimension. Therefore, network visualization is used minimally in competitive sports. In a variety of network visualization, treemaps are a node-based graph. It conveys relationships by deposing data into branches and is commonly used to present hierarchical data. The adjacency
matrix shows how nodes are connected by the intersections of the corresponding rows and columns.
Treemaps and matrices are the most commonly used visualization methods in network visualization.
Treemap According to our study, Tan et al. and Turo used treemaps to analyze basketball data (Tan et al.
2007; Turo 1994). Moreover, Tan et al. designed a novel tree-shaped visual structure to provide a better
overview of the data and present potential complex relationships among the data, as shown in Fig. 4. Jin and
Banks used a competition tree to organize information in tennis matches (Jin and Banks 1996). They also
integrated game routines and the tree structure of the game (Jin and Banks 1997). Cox and Stasko designed
treemap to show the number of baseball players in various areas (Cox and Stasko 2006).
Matrix Matrices were used for soccer and basketball data. Bialkowski et al. explored the cluster proportion of common formations of defensive players, midfielders and offensive players and used glyph matrix
visualization to display the clustering results (Bialkowski et al. 2016). Perin et al. used an adjacency matrix
to display passing frequency and passing time in soccer games (Perin et al. 2013). Cava and Chen used the

Fig. 4 Treemap as network (graph) visualization in competitive sports: The tree-shaped visualization structure visualizes the
predictive and the real-world outcomes of each stage in a basketball game and shows the correctness and potential complex
relationships between the data with colored bars (Tan et al. 2007). Image courtesy of the original paper, used with authors’
permission
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adjacency matrix to separately show the results of soccer and basketball games (Cava and Freitas 2013;
Chen et al. 2016). However, Cava and Freitas compared the results of different games.
Other methods Some researchers studied other types of graph visualization. For example, Perin et al.
designed node-based graph and hive plot based on graph visualizations. Node-based graphs showed the
frequency of the player attendance in a passing event, the spatial position of moving action and the time
sequence of the events. The hive plot showed the spatial information of the passing sequence (Perin et al.
2013).
4.4 Glyph visualization
Glyph visualization is also one of the widely used visualization techniques. It visually describes the data by
using graphical entities and conveys several data features through shape, size, color, position and other
encoding channels. Therefore, it is usually only suitable for displaying multivariate datasets. Glyph visualization is used to display player’s performance in competitive sports, and data would include the time
interval of ball possession, the difference in the number of goals scored and the result of scoring events.
Research for presenting soccer player’s performance by Rusu et al. is the earliest work in glyph visualization (Rusu et al. 2010). Legg et al. used player-shaped glyph to describe events in rugby data, as shown
in Fig. 5a. They also solved the issue of real-time moving performance analysis (Legg et al. 2012) and
displayed rugby game event data (Legg et al. 2013) based on glyph layout algorithms. Other researchers
also studied events information presentation by glyph visualization. Chung et al. also displayed the scored
events in rugby game by glyph visualization in a visual analysis system (Chung et al. 2013, 2016). Also,
Polk et al. used ball-shaped glyph visualization for score information in tennis matches (Polk et al. 2014), as
shown in Fig. 5b.
Other-based glyph visualization is also designed for shooting information, ball possession intervals,
game event data filtering and tactical information. For example, Cava and Freitas combined an adjacency
matrix with glyph visualization to provide an overview of the championship results (Cava and Freitas 2013),
as shown in Fig. 5c. A study on multivariate glyph visualization for baseball shooting information has been
completed by Moon and Brath (Moon and Brath 2013). For presenting ball possession intervals information
in soccer games, Stein et al. designed other-based glyph visualization (Stein et al. 2015). After that, they
proposed a visual interaction system providing an event filter based on glyph visualization (Stein et al.
2016b). Wu et al. designed tennis tactic views based on glyph visualization to display the attributes of each
stroke (Wu et al. 2018a).
4.5 Other visualizations
Except for the high-dimensional data visualization, time-series visualization, network (graph) visualization
and glyph visualization, there are other methods for displaying different data attributes, such as arc diagrams
and tag clouds which have also been used by researchers for the visualization of competitive sports data.
Some researchers also have designed novel visualization methods based on their own research goals.

Fig. 5 Glyph visualizations in competitive sports: a Player-shaped glyph visualization describes events information in rugby
data (Legg et al. 2012). b Ball-shaped glyph visualization for different zoom levels in tennis data (Polk et al. 2014). c Othershaped glyph visualization for presenting map matches attributes in soccer data (Cava and Freitas 2013). Images courtesy of the
original papers, used with authors’ permission
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Arc diagram Researchers have used arc diagrams in recent years for competitive sports data visualization. Losada et al. used arc chart to display information including order, frequency and time of ball
passing (Losada et al. 2016). Also, Owens and Jankun–Kelly presented player’s behavior types and different
pieces of game information by arc diagrams for American college football games (Owens and Jankun-Kelly
2013).
Tag cloud To visualize textual information, Perin et al. display player names in a soccer visualization
system by tag cloud method to reflecting the frequency and position of players (Perin et al. 2013). This
method is not common in competitive sports data visualization.
4.5.1 Self-designed visualization
Many researchers have designed new visualization methods; one of the earliest designs was for baseball
data. Cox and Stasko designed a baseline visual and a treemap which showed team performance and player
number in various areas (Cox and Stasko 2006). In recent years, researchers have also designed data
visualizations for tennis, bicycles, table tennis and basketball. Polk et al. designed Fish Grid and Pie Meter
to analyzed single-player information in tennis games (Polk et al. 2014). Pingali et al. showed players’
performance, style and strategy in their designed visualization system (Pingali et al. 2001). Wood proposed
an automatic-construction profile and created a spline-based visualization for bicycle racing (Wood 2015).
For table tennis data, Wu et al. designed an interactive visualization system to provide visualization for
game information, including time orientation, statistical and tactical information (Wu et al. 2018a). Wang
et al. also designed several views combined with donut chart and the pie chart for table tennis data (Wang
et al. 2019). Also, Du et al. designed a time-series visualization to study basketball data sonification (Du
et al. 2018).
Soccer data visualization is the widest research. Rusu et al. used a metaphor-based visual analysis
method to measure the goalkeeper’s performance (Rusu et al. 2011). Vuillemot and Perin also developed a
predictive sports events system for the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) Europa League
(Vuillemot and Perin 2016). Janetzko et al. designed horizon graphs to compare the attributes of multiple
players and the characteristics of events (Janetzko et al. 2014). Stein et al. used the Tyson polygon method
to subdivide the stadium into unit areas with the same area for the presentation of free-kick information
(Stein et al. 2016a). They also designed a grid-based free space visualization (Stein et al. 2016b). Wu et al.
designed formation flow for visualizing changes in formation patterns and display continuous formations of
spatial flows (Wu et al. 2018b).
5 The relationships among data, tasks and techniques
In this section, we collect current research publications and find the inner link among competitive sports
data, main tasks and visualization techniques. From the two tables we summarized, researchers can not only
know which technique was used for a given data category, or choose the perfect visualization technique
according to the data category, but also understand which technique was used for a given visualization task,
or select the appropriate visualization technique based on the main tasks and goals. Further expansion and
combination will be the reference for future research work.
5.1 The relationship between data and visualization techniques
We discuss the statistics of 41 papers and extract one or more data categories and visualization techniques from each paper and then summarize their relationship as shown in Table 2. According to Sect. 2 and
Sect. 4, there are 11 data subcategories and 14 technique subcategories. In Table 2, different colors represent the different main categories. The color saturation represents the different subcategories in the same
main category. For example, bluish violet, blue, light orange and pink separately represent four data
categories, such as absolute spatiotemporal information, relative spatiotemporal information, statistics
information, staff statistics information. Two bluish-violet colors from light to dark represent two different
subcategories, namely spatiotemporal information for ball and spatiotemporal information for player. The
rest color can be narrated in the same manner.
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Table 2 Relationship between data and techniques in competitive sports data visualization: summary of 14 techniques and 11
data categories, extracting from each paper

From Table 2, it can be seen that the player’s personal information is necessary but the data type is too
simple to be a hot research topic in the field of data visualization. Absolute spatiotemporal information for
ball and player was often visualized simultaneously. In relative spatiotemporal information, possession and
shooting information were also visualized together sometimes. All visualization techniques were applied by
relative spatiotemporal information. Absolute spatiotemporal information and event statistic information
were not visualized by glyph visualization. Also, for possession and shooting information, researchers were
more inclined to existing visualization techniques instead of self-design visualization.
Among these common visualization techniques, arc diagram was not used in any data categories. The
least applied visualization is the tag cloud, only for presenting possession information, while time-series
visualization is the most used technique. Except for the player’s personal information, high-dimensional
data visualization was not applied to tactical information and team information, but the frequency of using
parallel coordinates and heat map is higher than that of scatter plot and star plot (radar chart). Also, timeseries visualization was not used for comparative information among players. Furthermore, network (graph)
visualization and glyph visualization were not applied for moment event. Generally speaking, researchers
like to visualize different data categories by using high-dimensional data visualization and time-series
visualization.
5.2 The relationship between main tasks and visualization techniques
We summarize 52 papers for the relationship between tasks and visualization techniques as shown in
Table 3. Similar to Table 2, there are 12 subcategories of visualization tasks and 14 subcategories of
visualization techniques.
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Table 3 Relationship between main tasks and techniques in competitive sports data visualization: summary of 14 techniques
used for 12 visualization tasks, extracting from each paper

Comparing the feature presentations and feature comparisons, in the work on feature prediction task,
researchers always design their visualization. In addition to visualization techniques, many researchers
designed their own data visualization for data analysis. Researchers paid relatively little attention to trajectory and other information presentation, behavioral event comparison, game result estimation and game
event prediction. The most immediate task in the feature presentation task is usually special events presentation. Four common visualization techniques were used. For player’s performance presentation and
comparison, and game results estimation, researchers did not use time-series visualization and network
(graph) visualization in these two subcategories. Also, the trajectory data include time-varying attributes,
but researchers did not use time-series visualization. For feature prediction task, high-dimensional data
visualization was used only in two papers.
Among the common visualization techniques, the least used visualization is the tag cloud technique,
while heat maps, parallel coordinates and glyph visualization are the most used. In high-dimensional data
visualization, scatter plot was not used for feature presentation tasks, but instead, star plot or radar chart was
used for it. Parallel coordinates were not applied for feature prediction tasks, and instead, heat maps were
applied for all major task categories. In time-series visualization, line chart was not used for feature
prediction tasks, while histograms were used for all major task categories. Treemap in the network (graph)
visualization was only applied for game statistics presentation and game tactics decision-making, while
matrices were applied for all major task categories. Although glyph visualization was used more often, there
was only one paper in which glyph was applied. Arc diagrams were not applied for feature prediction tasks.
The tag cloud was only applied to the trajectory presentations. In general, researchers were more inclined to
design their visualizations for analyzing specific tasks.
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6 Competitive sports data visual analysis
In Sect. 4, we mainly discuss four visualization techniques common in competitive sports data visualization.
In this section, we discuss the workflow and interactions of competitive sports visualization analysis and
analyze heterogeneous data of competitive sports.
6.1 Competitive sports data visual analysis research
Many researchers worked on soccer data visual analytics and proposed relevant streamline techniques.
Janetzko et al. studied semiautomatic detection and proposed streamline work procedures for analyzing a
single soccer player, and then established a procedure for analyzing similar events based on the machine
learning method (Janetzko et al. 2014). Stein et al. made improvements based on the work of Janetzko et al.
and proposed a novel visual analysis procedure for soccer data (Stein et al. 2015). After that, Stein et al.
proposed a typical streamline analysis (Stein et al. 2016a). Also to workflows for different objects and
different events, Vuillemot and Perin studied the results prediction flow of a soccer game (Vuillemot and
Perin 2016). Sacha et al. developed a novel visual analytics system for soccer data providing several
interactions (Sacha et al. 2017). Besides, Wu et al. designed and developed a visual analytics system for
soccer data (Wu et al. 2018b). From the above work, we summarize that the workflow involves three
aspects: different objects, different events and result prediction. The interactions only include several simple
operations such as filtering, highlighting, clicking, dragging, and so on.
In the research of rugby data visualization, Legg et al. developed the MatchPad system for rugby data
which includes four key stages (Legg et al. 2012). Subsequently, they also proposed an iterative analysis
process (Legg et al. 2013). Also, Chung et al. developed a visual analysis system for rugby events data and
proposed a system procedure (Chung et al. 2013). In subsequent studies, they continued to propose a
knowledge-assisted ranking framework (Chung et al. 2016). These studies focus on event analysis. The
difference is that Legg et al. studied on event-based video search, while Chung et al. studied on event-based
sorting. Their work did not involve analysis for different objects. The purpose of the interaction is mostly
searching and ranking.
Researchers also proposed different procedures in their study of other competitive sports data. Pileggi
et al. proposed a series of procedures from the viewpoint of hockey analysts (Pileggi et al. 2012). Dietrich
et al. designed the structure of the baseball visualization system including three data streams: player
position, ball position and game event (Dietrich et al. 2014). Tani et al. proposed the procedures for the
American football data visualization system (Tani et al. 2015). Wu et al. developed a visual analytics system
for tactical analysis in table tennis with three components: data processing, model and visualization (Wang
et al. 2019).
6.2 Heterogeneous data visual analysis in competitive sports
We summarize heterogeneous data visual analysis in competitive sports from three aspects. First of all, the
same field sports competitions include multiple players and the same player has multiple attributes. This
information involves the combination of multiple objects, including the movement of space and time and the
player’s performance. It provides a variety of perspectives for analyzing player’s behavioral patterns in
competitive sports. Second, through the additional data presented, player’s sports data can be enriched. To
better understand and analyze player’s behavioral patterns, researchers may need to add more information.
For example, the additional information includes textual information that describes competition conditions
and sports events. This is important data that cannot be ignored to further identify the semantics of
movement. Finally, the study of competitive sports can be incorporated into an array of multidisciplinary
studies. Competitive sports involve people’s behaviors and activities. Therefore, it is associated with many
behavioral disciplines. Also, since a player’s mental state can determine physical conditions in a game,
consequently, to a certain extent affecting their performance and affecting the final results of a game, spacetime and statistical data can be used in association with psychology and life sciences. Cross-combinations in
various fields can help coaches in competitive sports to make better tactical decisions, bringing considerable
value to many business areas.
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7 Discussion
There are some special problems and challenges in competitive sports data visualization and visual analysis.
In this section, we first introduce the features and limitations of competitive sports data, then discuss
multimedia data visualization work and summarize the existing work. At last, we discuss competitive sports
data visualization evaluation.
7.1 Features and limitations of competitive sports data
Competitive sports data are mostly used for the display and comparison of trajectory and personal statistical
data and are also used for trajectory information extraction and special events detection. Although competitive sports data provide an abundant pool of resources, some problems and limitations still exist during
their study.
First of all, collecting data. Researchers paid more attention to direct confrontational competitive sports.
Soccer and basketball are the most prominent. However, there are few studies on other competitive sports
data, and many fields are still blank. Difficulties in collecting data are one of the reasons for the lack of
research work. With the advanced data collection techniques, such as GPS devices and mobile phones,
various types of trajectory data are increasingly complementing (Liao et al. 2015). In the future research
work, researchers can obtain data through different ways to conduct visualization research, find out commonalities and differences and make the research work in this field richer and more complete.
Secondly, processing data. Researchers usually need to conduct data processing for the use of data. The
frequency of common sensor-based sample data is very high so that the amount of data is large. It takes a lot
of time and labor costs for data processing. The accuracy of the data processor determines the data quality.
Therefore, researchers should pay attention to research distribution, scope and deviation. When selecting
data, it is necessary to further consider the errors and uncertainties caused by inaccurate data.
Thirdly, visualizing data. At present, competitive sports data visualization involves three tasks which are
presentation, comparison and prediction. However, the visualization techniques used in the research work
are basic and single. Traditional visualization cannot meet the needs of visualization research. Many
researchers have designed novel visualization. This is the future research trend in this field. In short, solving
problems that arise in the process of competitive sports data visualization and visual analysis is both a
challenge and an opportunity.
7.2 Multimedia visualization and visual analysis
Most multimedia data in competitive sports are video. Video visualization reveals important features and
special events in the video. Users can explore feature event data through video visualization. Therefore,
video processing is an important part of competitive sports data analysis, but it has not yet been fully
investigated by visual analysts. In this paper, we summarize the current major techniques in order to provide
a reference for future research work.
Researchers combined video data processing with feature extraction and event detection. Researchers
who began to visualize competitive sports video data were Pingali and Saito. Saito et al. studied the soccer
player’s trajectory by tracking techniques from multicamera videos (Saito et al. 2004). Pingali et al.
developed the tennis visualization system to collect players and trajectory from videos in real time (Pingali
et al. 2001). Recently, Stein et al. proposed a visual analysis system for soccer data that combined teammoving specifications and trajectory visualization based on video data (Stein et al. 2018). Also, Höferlin and
Parry began studying snooker video data. Höferlin et al. studied how to convert video into spatiotemporal
attributes to help snooker players train (Höferlin et al. 2010), while Parry et al. studied the summarizing
method for snooker video events and proposed a hierarchical event representation framework (Parry et al.
2011). The research work on rugby videos has been done by Legg et al., who developed a system based on a
sketch-based video (Legg et al. 2013). Besides, Wu et al. collected soccer videos, tracked the positions of
players for each frame and also provided a video button to display the game video for users in their system
(Wu et al. 2018b). The above work only studied video data. However, Hervieu et al. studied both video and
audio data (Hervieu et al. 2009).
In the research of video visual analysis, Saito et al. proposed to use a camera for tracking player
trajectory on the soccer field (Saito et al. 2004). Pingali et al. processed real-time videos and used eight
cameras to track the ball and player trajectory on the tennis court and proposed a visualization based on real-
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time tracking of moving trajectories (Pingali et al. 2001). Also, Höferlin et al. studied the trajectory of the
ball in a snooker match and designed a video processing procedure (Höferlin et al. 2010).
7.3 Competitive sports data visualization evaluation
Most of the researches have been able to verify the methods they have proposed and been able to evaluate
the contribution of their research work. Many verifications and evaluation tasks are studied by presenting
case studies. However, there are rare universal evaluation rules and guidelines for competitive sports visual
analysis. By summarizing the existing work, we propose the key features for a novel competitive sports
visual analysis tool. First of all, the researcher should explicitly confirm who the users are. They include the
audience, players, coaches, referees, sports analysts, sponsors, etc. The needs of different users are different.
Second, according to different needs, different measurements would need to be focused on including
patterns, features or events. Third, the provided methods or tools are supposed to be extendable and support
different sizes of data sets. The above key features can help researchers determine the scope, advantages and
disadvantages of proposed methods or tools in future research.
8 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we first introduce the classification of competitive sports data and summarize the data features
and current visualization application. Then, we classify the main tasks of competitive sports data visualization. Also, we summarize visualization techniques based on the existing research. Finally, we discuss the
characteristics and limitations of using multimedia data in visualization and problems arisen during visual
analysis research and evaluation of visual analysis. By comprehensively reviewing and summarizing the
existing research, we can construct a structure of classification for competitive sports data visualization and
guide possible future research trends.
From the results of analysis and discussion, it can be seen that with improving techniques, data collection
has created increasingly abstract data features in recent years. Feature extraction and analysis based on
statistical analysis and machine learning carry great potential and are a valued direction in the field of
competitive sports data visualization research. Methods on how to choose appropriate visualization techniques for different data types, data attributes and derived features, how to better mix different data
attributes to present data visualization and visual analysis results and how to establish significant assessment
frameworks are three urgent problems that need to be discussed in future research.
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